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2.1 Introduction

This paper gives a survey of the parameters influencing aerosols
behaviour in argon cover gas , production and evolution .

We selected the representative phenomena for separation and
deposition of sodium aerosols .

A comparison is given between experimental results obtained on
large pools and theoretical calculations obtained with the code
" Aerosols A2 " in the field of separation in a pipe and deposit
on cold surfaces.

We will also give a list of apparatus used for separation of
sodium aerosols .

2.2 Parameters Influencing aerosols behaviour in argon cover gas .

A great number of experiments have been held on large pools of 2
and 6 meters diameters ,the influence of certain parameters were
obvious such as :

2.2.1 Sodium temperature .

The amount of sodium aerosols increases with the temperature



2.2.2 Temperature deviation between Sodium and argon .

Experiments were realized with a 2m diameter pool , Sodium
being at 530°C and the roof inner wall at 525°C and 405°C ,
all other conditions being equal , concentration of Sodium
aerosols varies by a factor of two .

2.2.3 Temperature of sweeping argon .

On the same loop experiments were realized with a constant
argon flow but an inlet argon temperature from 120°C to 525°
C . In this case the factor of increase can reach three .

2.2.4 Sweeping argon flow

Experiments were realized on the two loops . But on the
smaller one , 2m diameter ,we had a limit on the quantity of
Sodium that could be carried away Dy the argon flow of 680
g/h ; on the larger one , 6m diameter , the limit was not
reached and at 130 m3/h the amount of Sodium carried out
was 6.5 kg/h .On that loop Sodium concentration in argon flow
varies within a factor of 3.3 when flow increases from 10 to
130 m'/h

2.3 Representative Phenomena for separation and deposition of

Sodium aerosols .

The following phenomena are included in the French DEMT
Code " Aerosols A2 " :

• gravitational settling ( Stoke's law )

• wall deposition by Brownian diffusion and thermophoresis
(Brock's law )

• particle coagulation by gravitational settling ,brownian
diffusion and turbulent gas motion

• impacts in bends
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2.4 Comparison between experimental ana theoretical results

We were able to do this comparison in two fields ,separation in
pipes and deposit on cold surfaces .

2.4.1 Separation in pipes .

The experimental results have been obtained on our loop Ecossa
on a pipe 21 m long and 80 mm diameter with 9 bends at 90° .

Results are in good agreement within a factor of 2.2 . In that
case there was no deposition by thermophoresis as pipes were
preheated . • ' •

2.4.2 Deposition on cold surfaceB .

The deposition was made on a cooled cell 35 cm diameter . The
cell was set in Gulliver argon cover gas , temperature of
Sodium was 180°C , of argon 108°C , of cell's wall and cover
65°C . Two phenomena are preponderant : gravitational settling
and wall deposition by thermophoresis .

There is a good agreement between calculation and experiment
within a factor of 2,6 for gravitational settling .

But calculations of wall deposition by thermophoresis do not
fit properly as they overestimate the phenomenon •

2.5 Apparatus used for separation of Sodium aerosols

2.5.1 No argon flow .

They are very small traps used to protect measurements of
pressure on a vessel or storage tank and also those used on
argon equilibrium pipes .
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2.5.2 Occasional argon flow

They are generally of a greater size depending on the maximum
flow provided but of a very simple conception . They are
generally used for expansion tanks .

2.5.3 Low argon flow

They are small traps used generally on clad failure detection
circuit . They work in the field of small argon flow from 30
to 300 liters/hour. They are coupled on the circuit with a
sintered stainless steel filter .

2.5.4 Large argon flow .

For argon flow from 20 to 130 m'/n , we use Sodium/Argon
separation column of large dimensions filled up with " Pall "
rings . It is generally coupled with a cold tank and a
sintered stainless steel filter .
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